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        We recommend checking out our discussion threads on the Cakewalk SONAR Professional - Recording, 10-CSPR1.00-90CI,
        which address similar problems with connecting and setting up Music Production Software Cakewalk.
        


        


        

        
        
      
	
        User manual for the Cakewalk SONAR Professional - Recording, 10-CSPR1.00-90CI

        The user manual for the Cakewalk SONAR Professional - Recording, 10-CSPR1.00-90CI provides
        necessary instructions for the proper use of the product Pro Audio  -  Computer Audio  -  Music Production Software.
        


        SONAR Professional from Cakewalk is music production software containing many of the recording, editing and mastering tools needed to deliver professional audio and video products. The software features unlimited simultaneous audio and MIDI tracks, FX sends and busses, and provides full VST3 support using a 64-bit mix engine. The Professional edition introduces ProChannels, customizable channel strips that allow for creating a custom mixer, and features the same tool set as the Platinum edition, with just a few less processors and ProChannels included. 

REmatrix Solo is one of the new ProChannels, a zero-latency, streamlined single-layer version of the REmatrix convolution reverb from Overloud/MoReVox. It features one hundred Impulse Response (IR) presets, including plates, halls, rooms, early reflections, specialty spaces, and allows for importing user IRs. The other addition to this updated version of SONAR is an enhanced control bar providing one-click access to a user's favorite tools. When collapsed, hovering the mouse over a module displays its parameters for an even more efficient workflow. 

A "comping" feature allows for recording any number of takes and then selecting the best parts from each, providing a quick way to get a perfect performance. With VST3 support the software automatically detects new VST plug-ins without the need to rescan. Unlimited undo is available, and ARA (Audio Random Access) integration means no more waiting for data to transfer into the editor - simply click to open an audio clip. The 64-bit audio mix engine supports a software mixing console with built-in EQ, and the program ships with eleven virtual synthesizers and twenty-seven audio effects. 

A Matrix View allows for organizing audio and MIDI loops, phrases, and one shots into cells and columns for real-time triggering from one (or more) MIDI controllers. Use it to easily arrange song sections, or for complex sets of multiple grooves, one-shots, drops, and breakdowns - all playable in real-time. Additional enhancements include access to an organized collection of loops, one-shots, effects and instruments via a searchable browser, which can then be incorporated into projects with a simple drag and drop. 

A new membership program offers continuous updates to the software, including new features, improvements, fixes, content and video tutorials that guide the user through the process of creating audio content. One year membership is included. Direct access to YouTube is provided for posting finished projects, and Soundcloud, Facebook, Twitter sharing is enabled.        
      
	        
        If you own a Cakewalk music production software and have a user manual in electronic form,
        you can upload it to this website using the link on the right side of the screen. 
        


        You can upload and download the manual for the Cakewalk SONAR Professional - Recording, 10-CSPR1.00-90CI in the following formats:
        	*.pdf, *.doc, *.txt, *.jpg - Other formats are unfortunately not supported.


                                
      
	
        Additional parameters of the Cakewalk SONAR Professional - Recording, 10-CSPR1.00-90CI:
  Specifications
  
 
   	 System Requirements 	 2.6 GHz Intel or AMD multi-core processor
Windows 7 or Windows 8 (32- and 64-bit)
4 GB RAM
5 GB for minimal install, 20 GB recommended
1280 x 800 minimum screen resolution (1920 x 1080 recommended)
Audio interface (ASIO compatible hardware is recommended)
Internet connection for downloads, activation and publishing features 

 	 Packaging Info 
	 Package Weight 	 0.85 lb 
	 Box Dimensions (LxWxH) 	 7.795 x 7.716 x 1.811" 

 
 
      
 
 
 
 
     
	
        The user manual for the Cakewalk SONAR Professional - Recording, 10-CSPR1.00-90CI can be downloaded in .pdf
        format if it did not come with your new music production software, although the seller is
        required to supply one. It is also quite common that customers throw out
        the user manual with the box, or put the CD away somewhere and then can’t find it.
        That’s why we and other Cakewalk users keep a unique electronic library
        for Cakewalk music production softwares,
        where you can use our link to download the user manual for the Cakewalk SONAR Professional - Recording, 10-CSPR1.00-90CI.
        


        The user manual lists all of the functions of the Cakewalk SONAR Professional - Recording, 10-CSPR1.00-90CI, 
        all the basic and advanced features and tells you how to use the music production software.
        The manual also provides troubleshooting for common problems. Even greater
        detail is provided by the service manual, which is not typically shipped with the product,
        but which can often be downloaded from Cakewalk service.
        


        If you want to help expand our database, you can upload a link to this website
        to download a user manual or service manual, ideally in .pdf format. These pages
        are created by you – users of the Cakewalk SONAR Professional - Recording, 10-CSPR1.00-90CI. User manuals are also
        available on the Cakewalk website under Pro Audio  -  Computer Audio  -  Music Production Software.
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